
Problem set 2
Due March 28th

1) Two law partners jointly own a firm and share equally in its revenues.
Each law partner individually decides how much effort to put into the firm. The
firm’s revenue is given by 4(s1 + s2 + bs1s2) where s1 and s2 are the efforts of
the lawyers 1 and 2 respectively. The parameter b > 0 reflects the synergies
between their efforts: the more one lawyer works, the more productive is the
other. Assume that 0 < b < 1/4, and that each effort level belongs to Si = [0, 4].
The payoff for partners 1 and 2 are:

u1(s1, s2) =
1

2
[4(s1 + s2 + bs1s2)]− s21 (1)

u2(s1, s2) =
1

2
[4(s1 + s2 + bs1s2)]− s22 (2)

respectively, where the s2i terms reflect the cost of effort. The only ratio-
nalizable strategies (i.e., those not deleted by the process of iteratively deleting
strategies that are never a best response) are s∗1 = s

∗
2 = 1/(1− b).

(a) Suppose that the partners both agree to work the same amount as each
other, and that they write a contract specifying that amount. What common
amount of effort s∗∗ should they agree each to supply to the firm if their aim is
to maximize revenue net of total effort costs. How does this amount compare
to the rationalizable effort levels? Give a brief intuition for this comparison.
[Hint: for the intuition, it may help to consider the special case b = 0.]
(b) Suppose now that the contract is only binding on partner 2. That is,

partner 2 has to provide the effort level s∗∗ you found from part (a), but partner
1 is free to choose any effort level between 0 and 4. What effort level will partner
1 choose? How does this amount compare to s∗1 and to s

∗∗
1 . Give a brief intuition

for you answer.
(c) Return to the basic game, but now assume that b = −1/2; that is, the

partners’efforts have negative synergies. Solve for the best-response functions
in this case, and draw the best-response diagram. Find the set of rationalizable
strategies. Again, compare these effort levels with those that the partners would
choose if they could contract to provide the same amount as each other. [Hint:
you do not need to re-do all the work of part (a).]

2) Players 1 and 2 are bargaining over how to split $10. Each player i names
an amount, si, between 0 and 10 for herself. These numbers do not have to
be in whole dollar units. The choices are made simultaneously. Each player’s
payoff is equal to her own money payoff. We will consider this game under two
different rules. In both cases, if s1 + s2 < 10 then the players get the amounts
that they named (and the remainder, if any, is destroyed).
(a) In the first case, if s1+s2 > 10 then both players get zero and the money

is destroyed. What are the (pure strategy) Nash Equilibria of this game?
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(b) In the second case, if s1+ s2 > 10 and the amounts named are different,
then the person who names the smaller amount gets that amount and the other
person gets the remaining money. If s1+s2 > 10 and s1 = s2, then both players
get $5. What are the (pure strategy) Nash Equilibria of this game?
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